
Answers on the next page.

this, that or the other

In this game, we’ll give you a list of 
items, and you have to tell us to which 
of three categories that item belongs.  
Sounds easy? It’s not. The categories 
are types of cheese, dance moves, and 
characters from “Moby Dick.” 

For example: Mimolette—Cheese, 
Dance Move or Moby Dick character? 
Sounds like a dance move, but it’s a 
delicious hard cheese, similar to Edam. 
Try these out.

  1  PiPPin
  2 CAbriole
  3 CAntAl
  4 tAshtego
  5 MAnChego
  6 Fish Dive
  7 ÉPoisses
  8 QuArk
  9 Peleg
10 stArbuCk
11 AlleMAnDe
12 hollowbACk
13 YArg
14 grAPevine
15 FleeCe



answers

  1   PIPPIN : Moby Dick 
the cabin boy, who jumps overboard and  
eventually goes insane

  2  CABRIOLE: Dance move 
a ballet jump involving a scissor-like motion  
of the legs

  3  CANTAL: Cheese 
a French cow’s milk cheese, reminiscent  
of Cheddar

  4  TASHTEGO: Moby Dick 
a native American harpooner with a  
fondness for rum

  5  MANCHEGO: Cheese 
a spanish sheep’s milk cheese, pairs well  
with a light red wine

  6  FISH DIVE: Dance move 
a ballet move in which the danseur lifts  
a horizontal danseuse

  7  ÉPOISSES: Cheese 
a particularly pungent soft French cheese; 
napoleon was a big fan

  8  QUARK: Cheese 
a soft, fresh german cheese sold in tubs,  
sort of like cottage cheese, sort of like  
thick yogurt

  9  PELEG: Moby Dick 
a rich, retired whaleman who funds the  
Pequod’s voyage

10  STARBUCK: Moby Dick 
the Pequod’s first mate, and the namesake  
of the coffee chain

11  ALLEMANDE: Dance move 
refers to several different but related couples 
dances; in square dancing, it’s a left arm turn 
with your “corner”

12  HOLLOWBACK: Dance move 
a breakdancing pose like a handstand,  
but with the body arched over backwards  
so that the feet almost touch the floor

13  YARG: Cheese 
an english cheese, known for being wrapped  
in nettle leaves, which attract mold and help 
the cheese ripen to its trademark tangy flavor

14  GRAPEVINE: Dance move 
a move in ballroom and folk dances, in which 
dancers move sideways crossing one foot in 
front of and then behind the other

15  FLEECE: Moby Dick 
the Pequod’s very old, half-deaf cook, who  
can prepare a variety of tasty treats from  
whale carcasses.


